Abstract

Local density fluctuations near the QCD critical point can be probed by an intermittency analysis of power-law behavior on scaled factorial moments in relativistic heavy-ion collisions. We study the second-order scaled factorial moment in Au + Au collisions at $\sqrt{s_{NN}} = 7.7-200$ GeV from the UrQMD model. Since the background subtraction and efficiency correction are two important aspects in this measurement, we propose a cumulative variable method to remove background contribution and a cell-by-cell method for efficiency correction in the intermittency analysis.

1 Introduction

One of the main goals of relativistic heavy-ion collisions is to explore the QCD phase diagram and phase boundary [1]. An important feature of the QCD phase diagram is the critical point which is supposed to be a unique property of strongly interacting matter [2]. In analogue to the critical opalescence observed in conventional matter near critical point, the related fractal geometry of QCD matter gives rise to local density fluctuations that obey intermittency behavior [3]. In the NA49 experiment [4], a power-law behavior has been observed in Si + Si collisions at 158A GeV [4]. In a preliminary analysis of the STAR experiment, the scaling exponent extracted from intermittency index shows a minimum in central Au + Au collisions around $\sqrt{s_{NN}} = 20-30$ GeV [5]. Meanwhile, models which involve self-similar property [6] and hadronic potentials [7] show that the intermittency behavior could be observed in Au + Au collisions at RHIC energies.

In the measurement of intermittency, it is crucial to estimate and remove background effects which significantly influence the particle multiplicity spectra in finite space of high-energy
collisions. In the mean time, the measured scaled factorial moments of multiplicity distributions in momentum space are different from the original ones due to experimental detection efficiency [8]. In this work, we will study how to remove the trivial background effects by a cumulative variable method, and how to recover the scaled factorial moments from the experimentally measured ones by applying a proper efficiency correction method.

2 The Method

In heavy-ion collisions, the power-law fluctuations near the QCD CP can be detectable in momentum space through the measurement of the scaled factorial moment (SFM) defined as:

\[
F_q(M) = \frac{\left\langle \frac{1}{M^D} \sum_{i=1}^{M^D} n_i (n_i - 1) \cdots (n_i - q + 1) \right\rangle}{\left\langle \frac{1}{M^D} \sum_{i=1}^{M^D} n_i^q \right\rangle},
\]

where \(M\) is the number of equally sized cells in one of D-dimensional space, \(n_i\) is the measured multiplicity in the \(i\)-th cell, and \(q\) is the order of moment.

A power-law (scaling) behavior of \(F_q(M)\) on the number of cells \(M^D\) when \(M\) is large enough, is referred to as intermittency behavior:

\[
F_q(M) \sim (M^D)^{\phi_q}, \quad M \to \infty.
\]

Here the exponent \(\phi_q\) is the intermittency index.

In this work, we investigate the second-order SFM, \(F_2(M)\), of proton density in transverse momentum space \((p_x - p_y)\) in Au + Au collisions at \(\sqrt{s_{NN}} = 7.7-200\) GeV from the UrQMD model.

3 Results and Discussions

3.1 Energy Dependence of Scaled Factorial Moments

In figure 1, we show the \(F_2(M)\) as a function of \(M^2\) in Au + Au collision at \(\sqrt{s_{NN}} = 7.7, 19.6, 39\) and 200 GeV from the UrQMD model. More details have been presented in Ref [9]. It is observed that \(F_2(M)\) increases slowly at small \(M^2\) region and becomes flat when \(M^2\) is large. The intermittency indices \(\phi_2\) which obtained from the fitting of Eq. (2), are small at all energies. Therefore, We find that \(\phi_2\) from the directly calculated SFMs are small but nonzero. However, this result is hard to be understood since \(\phi_2\) is expected to be zero because the UrQMD model used here does not include any critical density fluctuations. Therefore, there must exist unexpected background which contributes to the value of \(\phi_2\). In the next section, we will study how to remove the background effects by a proposed method.

3.2 Background Subtraction

The cumulative variable \(X(x)\) is calculated from the single-particle density distribution \(\rho(x)\) and is defined as [10]:

\[
X(x) = \frac{\int_{x_{\text{min}}}^{x} \rho(x) \, dx}{\int_{x_{\text{min}}}^{x_{\text{max}}} \rho(x) \, dx},
\]

where \(x_{\text{min}}\) and \(x_{\text{max}}\) are the lower and upper limits of the momentum space, respectively.
Figure 1: $F_2(M)$ as a function of $M^2$ in Au + Au collision from the UrQMD model. The red symbols represent the SFMs calculated by the cumulative variable method.

Figure 2: (a) $F_2(M)$ and $CF_2(M)$ as a function of $M^2$ in pure CMC events. (b) The result in CMC events contaminated with Gaussian background fluctuations.

Where $x$ represents the original variable and $\rho(x)$ is the density function of $x$. $X(x)$ is the new variable after a cumulative transformation.

After using the cumulative variable, the $F_2(M)$ will transfer to $CF_2(M)$. To check validity of the cumulative variable method in the intermittency analysis, we use a critical Monte Carlo (CMC) model [3,6] to simulate critical events. In figure 2(a), it is clearly observed that both the $F_2(M)$ and $CF_2(M)$ obey a good power-law behavior with $M^2$. Then, we let CMC event samples contaminated with background events from Gaussian statistical distributions. In figure 2(b), it is found that $CF_2(M)$ still obeys a power-law behavior with $M^2$ but $F_2(M)$ fails.

In figure 1, we also show the SFMs calculated by the cumulative method (red symbols) and the $\phi_2^c$ extracted from the fit of $CF_2(M)$. It is observed that $\phi_2^c$ is much smaller than $\phi_2$. These results verify that the background of noncritical effect can be efficiently removed by the proposed cumulative variable method.
3.3 Efficiency Correction

To recover the SFM from efficiency effects, we assume the response of the detector follows a binomial probability distribution function. Then the directly measured SFM can be corrected by [9]

\[
F_q^{\text{corrected}}(M) = \frac{\left\langle \frac{1}{M^2} \sum_{i=1}^{M^2} \frac{n_i(n_i-1)\cdots(n_i-q+1)}{\bar{\epsilon}_i^q} \right\rangle}{\left\langle \frac{1}{M^2} \sum_{i=1}^{M^2} \frac{n_i}{\bar{\epsilon}_i} \right\rangle^q},
\]

(4)

where \(\bar{\epsilon}_i\) is the event average of the mean efficiency for the particles located in the \(i\)th cell.
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**Figure 3**: (a) TPC efficiency as a function of \(p_T\) for protons in Au + Au collisions at the STAR experiment [8]. (b) The original, measured and efficiency corrected \(F_2(M)\) as a function of \(M^2\) at \(\sqrt{s_{NN}} = 19.6\) GeV from the UrQMD model.

Figure 3 (a) shows the tracking efficiency as a function of \(p_T\) for protons in TPC detector at STAR [8]. After randomly discarding particles according to this \(p_T\)-dependent efficiency, we could get the measured event sample. In Figure 3 (b), the measured \(F_2(M)\) are obviously smaller than the original ones. But the efficiency corrected \(F_2(M)\), which calculated based on Eq. (4), are almost overlap with the true original ones. Therefore, the cell-by-cell method works well for the efficiency correction of SFM.

4 Summary

In this work, we study the intermittency in Au + Au collisions at \(\sqrt{s_{NN}} = 7.7 - 200\) GeV by using the UrQMD model. The second-order intermittency indices obtained from the directly measured SFMs, are found to be small but nonzero at all energies. The cumulative variable method is proposed to effectively reduce the distortion of a Gaussian background and the non-critical background effects in the UrQMD model. As for the efficiency correction on SFM, we propose a cell-by-cell method and it is found to be valid by introducing the STAR detector tracking efficiency to the UrQMD event sample. Our results provide a noncritical baseline and could give a guidance to background subtraction and efficiency correction for the intermittency analysis in heavy-ion experiments.
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